Coho hoax

• Neo-Stalinist Relocation Program

By John Martinez
Special Opinion

The Coho issue is a hoax similar to the spotted owl debacle that gutted local timber infrastructure. The hoax is deadly serious, intended to strangle resource-based industry in the Klamath Basin while setting into motion legal precedent that will favour other peripheral resource-based economies in America. The hoax is underwritten by ideologically imbued biologists and scientists and cleverly disguised and coached within Native Religion. The same forces operating throughout Latin America
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that are attacking U.S. capital infrastructure are right here, right now and if that's conspiracy, think again. Do the research.

Coho is the perfect indicator species as their historical numbers have never been reliable. Many Native American elders have told me that the coho was called the "dog fish" as it was reasonably unreliable. Unpredictable and unreliable coho runs predate all dams and most, if not all, farming. Thus, we can remove all dams and farms before we find out that the coho is simply an unreliable, straying, unfathood old dog. The greens are using coho because they know that no matter how many roads are closed, how many farms are strangled off from water and small miners are rooted out the Coho will never be reliable. Coho is the perfect indicator species. If your goal is to choke off existing and future resource-based and recreational industry within the Klamath and its tributaries.

During a council meeting a year ago a council member stated emphatically that coho were not native and were competing for resources that the king salmon needed. The council member went on to state vehemently that the Tribe should not protect the coho. Within a few weeks this council member dramatically changed his tune and became an ardent proponent of the coho. Why? Could it be that forces beyond debate are involved? Who are the environmentalists that are operating down river and on the coast? Who are they tied to and what role have they played in the burgeoning drug trade that grips the North State?

According to sources within the Karuk Department of Natural Resources in Orleans, the Tribes have been promised expansive forests in a quid pro quo arrangement. The arrangement includes destroying private property and water rights along the Klamath including the Scott and Shasta basins. The Tribes, according to sources in Orleans, have been convinced by high level U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service personnel, State Department of Fish and Game personnel and major environmentalist groups that private property and water rights are barriers to the transfer of large tracts of the Klamath National Forest to the Tribes. Thus, in lieu of Tribes advocating environmental and religious positions that destroy the underlying foundation of private property rights and water rights, they, the Tribes, will receive in exchange large tracts of the Klamath National Forest.

Tribes are a shell with which to promote radical green policy in an effort to destroy rural America's productive base. The legal structure of Tribes is ideal for organized crime as federal and state authorities can't go through their books much less evaluate religious-based environmental claims. Combine the hospitable environment for organized crime within the tribal legal framework and complicity by governmental officials to promote a leftist agenda and you have an ideal "RICO proof" vehicle from which to conceal radical anti-American manoeuvres from law enforcement.

In next week's opinion piece, I will detail a theoretical supposition of road closure advocacy, drug havens and laundering of governmental funds through tertiary non-profits. I will base this supposition on my experience with a road closure project on a Salmon River tributary named Steenacher.

Stay tuned!
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